Statement of Qualifications
As a licensed installer and owner of the trenchless Inliner Cured-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) process, Granite Inliner
has successfully installed more than 30 million feet of CIPP throughout the United States. Pipe diameters have
ranged from 6 to 96-inch and have included traditional round as well as odd shaped piping. Granite Inliner’s
installation techniques and the lining tube manufacturing are both ISO 9001:2015 certified bringing an added
element of quality control to the design, manufacturing and installation of our projects.
Inliner CIPP is unique in the fact that the technology, liner tube manufacturer and installation contractor are
all housed within the same parent organization. This vertical integration gives Granite control of the Inliner®
product from raw material specification and selection all the way through to product installation and quality
control. Our family of companies is structured as shown here:
Granite Construction: Full service General Contractor and
Construction Materials producer with headquarters in California.
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With this organizational structure we are able to provide our clients single-source accountability as well as
added quality assurance when it comes to CIPP. This structure also gives us a wide variety of full service
construction options and the in-house capability to handle almost any rehabilitative situation.
Another important aspect that Granite Inliner brings to the table is our diversity in rehabilitation solutions.
While we focus on our flagship Inliner® CIPP, we are committed to full service system renewal. We have in
house capabilities for trenchless lateral renovation, full service manhole renewal, and a variety of other
rehabilitative methods. We can complete our own cleaning, televising and bypass operations or partner with
other industry experts to add value or more specialized expertise. We have the capabilities to wetout in one
of our six, controlled facilities or we can become mobile and successfully complete over-the-hole saturation of
our lining tubes. When it comes to CIPP liner curing, we are well versed in and understand the benefits and
limitations of using water, steam and ultraviolet light. We offer construction management outside of CIPP and
can deliver fast track alternative delivery such as design-build or find-and-fix construction. In short, our
flexible solutions coupled with our focus on customer-oriented contracting allows us to successfully complete
even the most complex projects, all while delivering the highest levels of both quality and cost control.
With sixteen offices, six saturation facilities and more than 800 employees nationwide, Granite Inliner
has resources, expertise and experience available to respond to almost any renewal need. We can selfperform or build a team to cover all aspects of rehabilitation and ancillary construction in a timely,
efficient and effective manner. In short, Granite Inliner is focused and committed to providing safe,
reliable, expert construction designed not only to renew the infrastructure of today but also shape the
rehabilitation industry of the future.

